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as the language evolves, c# evolves as well. roslyn supports both c# 7 and c# 8 to ensure that the
language is in a good shape when the next version of the language comes out. the focus of this

chapter is to provide guidance for the developers on how to write analyzers and code fixes for the
new c# language features. roslyn comes with diagnosticanalyzers and codefixes, which are roslyn-
based analyzers and code fixes for.net. it is a compile-time analysis and can be used to guide the

developers in a better way. it is a superioralternative to .net compiler platform analyzers. the
analyzers are made available to the developers through the roslyn api and use the roslyn apis to
guide the developers in a better way. roslyn uses c# 6 and c# 7 compiler features. if a new c#

language feature is introduced, it is the job of the compiler developers to ensure that the analyzers
and code fixes are updated to support the new c# language feature. the analyzers and code fixes

are published to nuget, so that every developer gets access to the latest and greatest. the analyzers
are published as a stable release, so that developers can depend on them and use them in their

projects. a new stable release will only introduce bug fixes and no new features. for the code fixes, a
beta release is made available to the developers. roslyn exposes the apis to diagnose the errors, and
guides the developers by emitting compiler warnings and errors. the code fixes then apply the fix to
the code by using the roslyn apis. with the new language features, new diagnostics are being added

to the compiler. roslyn also supports the existing diagnostics, and those will be available in the
future as well. the code fixes are able to apply the fixes to the code, by using the apis.
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roslyn compiler diagnostics are emitted by the
analyzer at compile time and can be used to guide
the developers in the proper way. diagnostics are
strings, which can be used to identify the problem
by the user. diagnostics are grouped together and

displayed in the form of a list. all diagnostic
information is displayed in the form of metadata

items. in other words, every diagnostic has a
corresponding metadata item. the compiler
diagnostics are grouped by the compiler and

compiled by the compiler as one unit. this way, we
can easily display all diagnostics for the given
compilation. the next section introduces roslyn

analyzers, which can guide the developers in the
right directionby emitting analyzer warnings or
errors. they can be used on code units or code

blocks. an analyzer can inspect a specific code unit
and report warnings or errors on it. the analyzer can

also return information about the inspected code
unit, such as its symbols, type information, and so

on. an analyzer can return an error, warning, or
code fix for the inspected code unit. the compiler
analyzers, as described above, are also analyzers.

as roslyn compiles a project into a set of assemblies,
we can analyze them to get all the available
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assemblies and their versions. the list of assemblies
is exposed as a source control repository items

collection, which can be easily used as a
dependency management mechanism. so, once

again, the analyzer is the perfect match to this task.
there are even tools available to make the code self-

analyzing. the development experience can be
improved when using source generators rather than

reflection. imagine, whole classes, methods, and
properties appear out of nowhere and are ready to
be used. we can further improve the experience by
using not only the (incremental) source generators
but roslyn analyzers, and even the roslyn code fixes
as icing on the cake. with analyzers, we can guide
the developers in the right direction by emitting
compiler warnings and errors and highlight those

parts of the code which are incorrect or probably not
intended the way they are. if the emitted warning or

error can be fixed automatically, a code fix is the
right tool to use. the developer can apply the fix

with just one click. 5ec8ef588b
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